LAMOREAUX LANDING RIESLING FINGER LAKES RED OAK VINEYARD 2014
This is usually the ripest and most polished of winemaker Mark Wagner's single-vineyard rieslings, and the 2014 is no exception. There's a textural quality to this that sets it apart from the others and the finish is longer and slightly more intense, too. However, this remains medium-bodied with some real delicacy of flavor. Delicious now, but this could age at least five more years.

LAMOREAUX LANDING RIESLING FINGER LAKES YELLOW DOG VINEYARD 2014
This is often the leanest of the three medium-dry, single-vineyard rieslings from this extremely reliable producer. However, in 2014 it has more ripeness and flesh than normal, the peach and citrus aromas balancing the lemony acidity very nicely. Drink now or in 2018-19.

LAMOREAUX LANDING RIESLING FINGER LAKES ROUND ROCK VINEYARD 2014
A very appealing FLX riesling that marries floral and tropical-fruit character with nice succulence and crisp acidity. The dry finish is rather subtle and slightly mineral. Drink now or age for up to five more years.
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